This has been an extraordinary year for the College of Science and Technology and Temple University. Based on Google Scholar, Temple is now ranked 18th in the country for scholarly citations, ahead of institutions like Princeton University (19), New York University (25) and the University of Pennsylvania (44). Temple also reached the top research tier of the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. CST plays a major role in Temple’s rise to research excellence, with four of our faculty having authored five of the top-100 most-cited research papers of all time.

CST’s excellence in the laboratory is matched by our commitment to undergraduate education. Students work directly with senior faculty, and we offer supportive academic advising and professional development to prepare them for successful careers. By investing in the college, CST donors have helped build an extraordinary learning environment. Thanks in part to donor support, we introduced the Undergraduate Research Program, where students work directly with world-class researchers, and the Science Scholars Program, offering additional academic supports for top students.

CST donors are now establishing ‘top-up’ funds to boost the amount of financial support we provide to attract the best doctoral students. By working together, CST and its supporters have given our students a distinctive edge in a very competitive job market and in admission to graduate or professional school.

We still have challenges ahead. Over the past several years we have hired top researchers, such as John Perdew and Sudhir Kumar. To continue to attract and retain top faculty, CST needs additional financial resources to support advanced research and to create endowed term professorships. I hope that you will choose to partner with us and support this and other crucial initiatives, as those listed in this Honor Roll of Donors have last year.

Regards,

John R. Walker, CLA ’87, LAW ’03, ’06
Associate Vice Dean
jrwalker@temple.edu

Board of Visitors member Seda Tarzian, (BA ’48, Bio) is the most recent donor to establish a fund that honors a former faculty member and supports today’s professors and students.

Tarzian, a female pioneer in pharmaceuticals, endowed the William T. Caldwell Memorial Distinguished Teaching Award. The annual award recognizes a faculty member who demonstrates teaching excellence. Impressed by the dedication of her Temple faculty, Tarzian’s gift honors Dean Caldwell, long-time professor and college dean from 1942 to 1961.

Other CST donors have established funds honoring the legacies of Mark Nathanson, inspiring biology professor; Daniel Swern, professor who discovered the Swern oxidation reaction; Hazel Tomlinson, chemistry faculty legend; and Gene Ulmer, EES professor known for his commitment to students. The funds support, respectively, an award for academic excellence, graduate fellowships, faculty endowment and geology field camp. To learn how you can honor a CST professor, contact John Walker, Associate Dean, at jrwalker@temple.edu or 215-204-8176.

John R. Walker, CLA ’87, LAW ’03, ’06
Associate Vice Dean
jrwalker@temple.edu

Seda Tarzian (BA ’48, Bio) with Dean Michael L. Klein, FRS
The College of Science and Technology extends its deep appreciation to the alumni, friends, faculty, staff, parents, students, corporations and foundations that made generous contributions between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016. Their generosity means CST can continue to set new standards in research, teaching and engagement with the world.

CONWELL SOCIETY DONORS
Named for Temple University’s founder and first president, the Conwell Society celebrates those who sustain Temple’s educational enterprise through annual leadership gifts of $1,000 or more. The following donors gave at the Conwell Society level for fiscal year 2016:

TRUSTEE’S CIRCLE (GIFTS OF $100,000 OR MORE)
American Chemical Society
Ted and Christine Brownstein Conservation International Foundation
The LIZ Peace Fund
Panaphil Foundation
Sbarro Health Research Organization
Seda K. Tarzian, CST ‘48

FOUNDER’S CLUB (GIFTS OF $50,000 TO $99,999)
Joseph C., CST ‘70, and Marilyn D. Allegra
Stanley A., CST ’65, and Debbie Lefkowitz
A. Marjatta Lyyra and Benedict Stavis
Jay Novik, CST ‘67
Ras Al Khaimah Centre for Advanced Materials

MEMBERS (GIFTS OF $1,000 TO $2,499)
Lucille and Robert Arking
Ronald Asper, CST ’68, MED ’72
Zachary Barrall, CST ’09
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
William Blanchard, CST ’73
Gladyis, CST ’92, and John, CST ’92, Campolonglo
Nicholas Colella, CST ’77
John Cozzens, CST ’66
Marjorie Cresta
Arthur Dawson, CLA ’67, ’68, ’76
Estate of Nellye Dixon
Douggherty Family Fund
Trence, CST ’74, FOX ’86, and Lydia, CST ’74, Douggherty Mindie Factor

FELLOWS (GIFTS OF $10,000 TO $24,999)
Barry Arkes, CST ’70, ’76, and Janine N. Black, FOX ’13
Ballard Spahr LLP
Melvin Brownstein, EDU ’56
Robert, CST ’66, and Bonnie Fineman
Madeleine Joullie

Lorraine Kligman, CST ’66, ’74
Herman, CST ’51, ’55, and Pauline, CST ’52, Levin
Solomon and Wendy Luo
Merck and Company, Inc.
Rosemary Poole
Martin Spitz, CST ’60, MED ’64
Rongjia Tao
David Tepper, CST ’64, CLA ’66, ’69
Verage & Seda K. Tarzian Trust
Verizon Foundation

BENEFACORS (GIFTS OF $5,000 TO $9,999)
Paul Curcillo, CST ’84, and Stephanie A. King
Hai-Lung Dai
Franklin A. and Lynne C. Davis
George, CST ’50, and Marion, CST ’50, Evans
Michael and Brenda Klein
Simons Foundation
Richard Zacker

FRIENDS (GIFTS OF $2,500 TO $4,999)
Magid Abou-Gharibia and Lamaat Shalaby
Rogido Andrade
Eileen Armstrong-Carroll, FOX ’14
Eric Borquet
Ilya and Victoria Buynevich
Steven Chentob
Deborah Crabble
Roger and Dorothy Cutitta
Hai-Lung Dai
Boris Datskovsky and Marilena Downing, CST ’01, ’05
Alexandra and Nicholas Davatzes
Bethany Davis, SMC ’10
Franklin and Lynne C. Davis
Louis Devicaris
Andrew J. DiMeo
Graham Dobereiner
Barbara Dolhansky, CLA ’06, and Peter J. Gardner
Jasmine Dsoouza and Merwyn Madtha
Nina Edelman
Mark and Rene Feitelson
Catherine Fiorello
Kaitlin Fitzsimmons, EDU ’16
Steven Fleming
Barbara Fles
Natalie, CST ’96, EDU ’15, and Timothy V. Flynn
Marjory Fornia, SMC ’92
Ahmed Fouad, CST ’11, CST ’15
Edward and Anna R. Gawlinski
Shauna Goodman
Harry Gottlieb, CST ’80
David Grandstaff

Meaghan Green, SMC ’06, and David J. Kovalsky
Jun Han
Richard and Lorrie Haskell
Stephen Hedges
Grace Hershman
Jody Hey
Omar Hijaj
Victoria Johnson, FOX ’15
Michael Juhas
Michael and Brenda M. Klein
Nancy Krody
Eugene Kwatny
Michael Lawlor and Ann Valentine
Judy Lennnon
Edward Letzter
Xiuqi Li
Maria and Martin W. Lorenz
Mia Luehrmann and Benjamin R. Cowen
A. Marjatta Lyrya and Benedict Stavis
Christopher MacDermaid
Matthew and Isabel M. McCormick
Rose, FOX ’82, FOX ’91, and William McGinnis
Michelle McGowan
George, EDU ’80, ’02, ’08, and Kimberly A. Mehler
David and Margery K. Miller
Brenda Mims
June Mitchell-Anigbogu
Kenneth Murdter
James Napolitano
June Mitchell-Anigbogu
Kenneth Murdter
James Napolitano
Allen and Rhonda H. Nicholson
Jonathan Nyquist and Laura Toran
Susan Patterson

C. and Dorothy Mote
Mote Revocable Trust
Howard Nieldes, CST ’58, ’62, ’69
Pfizer Inc.
Aileen, CST ’64, EDU ’69, and Melvin Rothbald
Robert Sacco, CST ’67
J ay, CST ’61, CLA ’67, and Barbara Satz

First-Ever Faculty and Staff Campaign a Success
CST embarked on its first comprehensive college faculty and staff giving campaign in fiscal year 2016. Led by Joseph Allegra (BA ’70, Bio), chair of the CST Board of Visitors, the campaign attracted gifts totaling $65,000. Among the funds college faculty and staff chose to support are undergraduate research and endowed professorships as well as funds that honor Dr. Ralph Jenkins, long-time senior associate dean, and Dr. Gene Ulmer, Department of Earth & Environmental Science, who both passed away in 2015. The following faculty and staff, from both CST and Temple University, generously made contributions in fiscal year 2016 to support the college.

Kathryn Petrich, CLA ’06
Claudia Pine-Simon
Andrew Price
Pam Rollins
Prakash Rushi, EDU ’77
Sophia Salvatore, CST ’14
Yvette Sanchez-Barreto, FOX ’10
Robert and Elizabeth Sanders
Stephen Shank, CST ’08, ’14
Scott Sieburt
Jonathan Smith
Marilyn Solomon, CST ’74
Francis Spano
Robert Stanley
Daniel Strongin
Ang Sun, CST ’09
Daniel Szyl and Kathleen Ross
Rongjia Tao
Shivaia Vaddyally
Susan and James Varnum
Gregory Wacker, FOX ’89
Brooke, EDU ’94, John R., CLA ’87, LAW ’03, ’06, Walker
Hera Walker, LAW ’04 and Wayne Bradley
Charles Wang
Pei Wang
Bradford Wayland
Eileen, CLA ’73, and Jay, FOX ’69, Weinberg
Vladimira Wilent
Katherine Willets
Katharine Wiseman
Jie Wu
Junchao Xia
Weidong Yang
Linda Yarrish
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LAURA H. CARNELL ASSOCIATES (GIFTS OF $500 TO $999)

AbbVie Inc. Employee Giving Sina, CST ’84, FOX ’86, and Bernadette Adibi

Joseph Andose, CST ’66 Moriah Baxevane-Conn, CLA ’13

Benjamin, CST ’76 Michelle, CST ’92, and Steven Bessett

Eric Borguet James Gallahan, CST ’81

Michael Criss Calvin Ervin, CST ’58

Marc Fleischer, CST ’92 Clarence Ford, EDU ’59

Mark Gallagher, CST ’83 GiaxsoSmithKline

Eileen Helzner, CST ’68, MED ’72 Edward Howard, CST ’43, ’45 Edward G. Howard, Jr. Trust

Michael Intenzo, CST ’67, ’76 Aeyoung Jang, CST ’95

Johnson & Johnson Price Kagey, CST ’70

Dennis and Thalia Williams David Kalkews, CST ’69, ’79

Harry Woodcock, CST ’72 Carol Keck

James, EDU ’09, ’10, and Susan A. Varnum

Frank Verderame, CST ’51

CST SUPPORTERS

Gifts to CST help fund extraordinary faculty, talented students, advanced facilities and programs that meet the needs of today’s marketplace. The following donors supported the college during fiscal year 2016:

DIAMOND ASSOCIATES (GIFTS OF $250 TO $499)

American Association of Petroleum Geologists

Michael Berman, CST ’66

Raymond Bransfield, CST ’76

Robert Brodzkowski, CST ’83

Boris Datkovsky and Marilena Downing, CST ’01, ’05

Brian Dieffenbach, CST ’90

Jessica Dinizio, CST ’01

Graham Dobereiner

Barbara Dolansky, CLA ’06, and Peter J. Gardner, CLA ’82, LAW ’86

DW Group, Inc. Gloria Eisenstadt, CST ’79, ’82

Jay and Dorothy S. Federman

Denise Froehlich, CST ’85

Charles Fuller, CST ’90, ’94

Lisa Galleen and L. Cathy Frye

Richard Gambescia, CST ’67

Peter Giammanco, CLA ’71

David Goldstein, CST ’86

David Grandstaff

Jennifer Gresh, CST ’98

Michael Grossman, CST ’58

W. Henry Harrison, CST ’63

Alice, CLA ’68, and Arthur T. Hewitt, CST ’69

Anita Horn, CST ’79

IBM Corporation

Giorgio Ingargiola

Elizabeth Ingraham, CST ’84

Bruce Kaiser, CST ’68, MED ’72

Everly Keenan, CST ’75, and James H., CST ’75, MED ’80, Kelly Harvey Kesselman, CST ’66

Robert Kerner, CST ’59

Karle and Sharon S. Kraus, CST ’84

David, CST ’81, and Eleanor, CLA ’50, Kuhl

L & A Williams

Jonathan Nystiq and Laura Toran

Paul Pilch, CST ’72

Practical CTO, LLC

William Shergalis, CST ’69

Francis Spano

Irene Uzinskas, CST ’58

Christine Whalley, CST ’90

Katharine Wiseman

Melvyn Wolf, CST ’63

Sherwin Zitomer, CST ’71, FOX ’75

SECOND CENTURY ASSOCIATES (GIFTS OF $100 TO $249)

Agen, Inc.

Sreenivas Anupindi, CST ’95

George Articolo, CST ’63, ’67

Alexander Zemtsov Artsi, CST ’81

Gowri Arulanantham

Alicia Ashenfelter

Ashenfelter Rev Living Trust

Lawrence Balick, FOX ’84

Bruce E. Beans

Marshall Beeber, CST ’82

Herman Behrend, CST ’50

Amy, CST ’94, and Michael J., CLA ’93, POD ’01, Bell

Daniel Belsky, CST ’53

Lee Bennett, CST ’58

Theresse Bennett, CST ’89

Conrad Bernier, CST ’79

Robert Beyer, CST ’65

Bernard and Sally Sklar

Charitable Fund

Elizabeth and John R. Bilodeau

Joseph Bingham, CST ’77

David Longenecker, CST ’73, CST ’76

Martin and Maria Lorenz

Craig A. and Paula S. Mackrides

David and Margery K., SMC ’68, SSW ’81, Miller

John Monahan, CST ’73

Marie and Vincent, CST ’59, Musco

Edward Nicholas, FOX ’82

Alien and Rhonda Nicholson

George Paladino

Robert Paschall, CST ’74

Andrew Price

Joseph Ragucci, CST ’94

George Reichard, CST ’54, CST ’58

Pam Rollins

Evelyn Runer, CST ’91

Elena and John J., CST ’86, Russell

Richard Sasin, CST ’54, ’49

Ewald and Elseide M. Schmidt

Fran Shannnon, EDU ’62

Robert Smith, CST ’74, ’77

Michael Sperduto, CST ’88

Daniel Strongin

Steven Szczepanski, CST ’79

Richard Taylor, CST ’68

Dairong Wang, CST ’11

Olivia Wells, CST ’15

Paul Wolfang

Gaoyong Zhang, CST ’95

Jie Wu

Bonselect Residential LLC

Kelly and David J. Boock

Z. Melanie Braithwaite-Jalloh, CST ’45

Estelle Brand, CST ’71

John Brennan, CST ’74

Randy Brister, CST ’74, MED ’79

Bristol-Meyers Squibb Foundation

Christian Brosz, CST ’71, ’80

Peter Buffum

Dorothy and Ronald T., MED ’66, EDU ’69, Buinevic

Sally Bukaty

Thomas Caggiano, CST ’83

Salvatore Carfagno, CST ’63

Clive Carney, FOX ’78

Salvatore Catania, CST ’61

Carole Chatelain, CST ’77

Steven Chemtob

Jessica Clark, CST ’13

Joan and Thomas P. Cleary, CST ’84

Cheryl and Clint L. Copeland

Steven Cornwall, CST ’98

Robert Correnty, EDU ’71

Richard Costine, CST ’83

Deborah Crabbe

Alexander Curtin, CST ’14

Mariette Davies, CST ’75, ’78, ’83

Carlie Davis

Leslie and Robert V. Dell’Osa

Danielle Demauro, CST ’14

Lynn Dickerson, EDU ’01

Michael and Janet Dunphy

William Elliott, CST ’81

Doris Emerson, CST ’48

Michael, CST ’69, and Lana K. Ennis

Samuel Etiris, CST ’47

Jeffrey Ettinger, CST ’71

Andra Farally, CST ’10

Maier, CST ’63, ’67, and Sonya R., EDU ’65, Fein

Valerie Fields, CST ’84

Frank Finch, CST ’80

Marshall Fishman, CST ’59

Edwin Fitzgerald, CST ’73

Natalie, CST ’96, EDU ’15, and Timothy V. Flynn

Edward Fonder, CST ’58

Gregory Fornia, SMC ’92

Susan Frankel, EDU ’79, and Wayne W. Zachary, CST ’75, ’77, CLA ’81

Jeffrey Frazier, CLA ’98

Frank Friedman

Donald Frost, CST ’69

Deborah Fullam, CST ’78

Mary Gallagher

Richard Garden, CST ’82

Anna, CLA ’88, and Edward T. Gawinski

James Gdowik, CST ’81

Michael Gealt, CST ’70

John Gill, CST ’07

Steven Glickfield, CST ’65

David and Jaqueline E. Gold

Carrie Goldkamp, CST ’99

Harry Gottlieb, CST ’80

Lee and Richardson C.

Greenwood, CST ’71

Carl Griffin, CST ’79

Leslie Grunes, CST ’68

Lynne Hagelin, CLA ’72

Robert Hartley, CST ’69

Anne Harvey, CST ’95, ’98

Aaron Hasiuk, CLA ’73, MED ’77

Edna Hecht, CST ’83

Hilary, CLA ’68, EDU ’70, and James L., CST ’73, Heckman

Xiali Hei, CST ’14

Harold Heller, CST ’71

Brian Hennigan, CST ’92

Thomas Henning, CST ’80

Horace Herbsman, CST ’49

Grace Hershman

Frank Hetzel, CST ’70

Jody Hey

Donald Hilsee, CST ’80

Angela Huang

Wei Huang, CST ’94

Intel Corporation

Marc Jacobson, CST ’81

Sukanya Jaganbabu, CST ’92

Anna Janisch, CST ’47

John Jaskowiak, CST ’88

Joann Johnson, CST ’82

Robert Johnson, CST ’72

JustGive

Una Kang, CST ’01

Michael Karaim, CST ’68

Gerald Kean, CST ’65 and Marcelle T. Chachkin

Lauren Keatley

Robert Kelm, CST ’86

Marilyn Kershner, CST ’66

Kenneth King CST ’97

Andrew Kostival, CST ’74

Joyce, EDU ’61, and Samuel, CST ’57, Krain

Stephen Krell, CST ’74

G. Kuhluss, CST ’65

Eugene Kwatrny

C. Lahr, CST ’66

Ryan Lelache, CST ’74

Nancy and Peter Lim, CST ’86

Mark and Stephanie R. Lobitz

Christopher MacDermid

Evanne, CHPSW ’65, and John Maher
CST SUPPORTERS HELP TOAST RUSSELL CONWELL

The university hosted its second Temple Toast on February 15, 2016, a celebration of Temple founder and first president Russell H. Conwell. Celebrating Dr. Conwell's birthday, the day's events—on campus and online—encouraged giving to the annual fund at each Temple school and college. More than 130 individuals made contributions to the college that day, giving CST the fourth highest total of any Temple school or college. CST also had the highest total during one of the hourly challenges, earning the college an additional $5,000 toward its annual fund, which supports students, faculty and research. The following individuals made a gift to CST during Temple Toast.

Uzoamaka Agbazue
Omolola Akinsola
Abrar Abdulhadi, CST '16
Moodi Alidarhan
Layla Alotaibi
Aisha Alsaifan
Jesus Alvarado
Andrea and Anthony R. Anders
Eileen Armstrong-Carroll, FOX '14
Diamond Banks
Alexandria Barkman, CST '16
Avik Biswas
Amanda Boland, FOX '10, '14
Samantha Bradbury
Wayne Bradley, EDU '95, LAW '03, and Hera, LAW '04, Walker Mitchell Brasher
Ilya and Victoria M. Buynevich
Donte Campbell
Ilya and Victoria M. Buynevich
Joseph Dalessandro
Andrew J. DiMeo
Sara Dombiasi
Jasmine Dsooua and Merwyn Madtha
Nina Edelman
Tara Faik
Kaitlin Fitzsimmons, EDU '16
Steven Fleming
Barbara Fles
Gregory Fornia, SMC '92
Scott Fox
Theodore Gaston
Michael Gealt, CST '70
Moumita Ghosh
Cynthia Gilbert
Briana Gorrell
Francesco Granato
Meaghan Green, SMC '06, and David J. Kovalsky, CST '07
Celina Greenman, CST '73
Elia Haluza, CST '16
Danielle Hardy
Allisa Harley, CST '16
Lorrie and Richard Haskell
Grace Hershman
Jody Hey
Omar Hiab
Anita Horn, CST '79
Lillian Hsieh, CST '97, EDU '07, '08
Victoria Johnson, FOX '15
Michael Juhas
Darya Kotelikova
Purva Kopardekar
Marianna Kop
Emily Laughlin
Marina Lemut, CST '15
Daniel Levitt
Philip, CST '91, and Victoria, FOX '90, '91, Lewandowski
Steven Lin
Armando Lopez
Maria and Martin Lorenz
Grace Makonnen
Craig Margulies, CST '87
Christopher Seymour, CST '85
Ivan Stojkovic
Daniel Strongin
Ang Sun, CST '09
Rongjia Tao
Diken Timila
Idorenyin Udooeyo
Shivahil Vaddypally
James, EDU '09, EDU '10, and Susan A. Varnum
Tinsa Varughese
Brooke, EDU '94, and John R., CLA '87, LAW '03, '06, Walker
Sumin Walker
Jeffrey Walsh, CST '90
Anthony Yanichko
Bradford Wayland
Katherine Weaver
Kanisha Wijesekara
Junchao Xia
Marcus Yacinthe
Linda Yarrish
Tracy Yatesko
Steven Yi
Karen Zhang, CST '16
Allison Zheng
Maksim Zorich, CST '15

CONTRIBUTORS
(GIFTS OF $1 TO $99)
Narendra Acharya, CST '14
Ugo Adigwe, CST '16
Mukesh Agarwal, CST '92
Uzoamaka Agbazue
Omolola Akinsola
Abrar Alabudlhabi, CST '16
Moodi Alidarhan
Daniel Allen, CST '88
Erin Allen
Layla Alotaibi
Aisha Alsaifan
Jesus Alvarado
Jacques Ama, CST '75, CST '86
Amita and Anil S. Ambegaonkar
Sadiq Amin, CST '16
Ruth and the Conwell Institute
Andrea and Anthony R. Anders
Eileen Armstrong-Carroll, FOX '14
Diamond Banks
Alexandria Barkman, CST '16
Avik Biswas
Amanda Boland, FOX '10, '14
Samantha Bradbury
Wayne Bradley, EDU '95, LAW '03, and Hera, LAW '04, Walker Mitchell Brasher
Ilya and Victoria M. Buynevich
Donte Campbell
Ilya and Victoria M. Buynevich
Joseph Dalessandro
Andrew J. DiMeo
Sara Dombiasi
Jasmine Dsooua and Merwyn Madtha
Nina Edelman
Tara Faik
Kaitlin Fitzsimmons, EDU '16
Steven Fleming
Barbara Fles
Gregory Fornia, SMC '92
Scott Fox
Theodore Gaston
Michael Gealt, CST '70
Moumita Ghosh
Cynthia Gilbert
Briana Gorrell
Francesco Granato
Meaghan Green, SMC '06, and David J. Kovalsky, CST '07
Celina Greenman, CST '73
Elia Haluza, CST '16
Danielle Hardy
Allisa Harley, CST '16
Lorrie and Richard Haskell
Grace Hershman
Jody Hey
Omar Hiab
Anita Horn, CST '79
Lillian Hsieh, CST '97, EDU '07, '08
Victoria Johnson, FOX '15
Michael Juhas
Darya Kotelikova
Purva Kopardekar
Marianna Kop
Emily Laughlin
Marina Lemut, CST '15
Daniel Levitt
Philip, CST '91, and Victoria, FOX '90, '91, Lewandowski
Steven Lin
Armando Lopez
Maria and Martin Lorenz
Grace Makonnen
Craig Margulies, CST '87
Christopher Seymour, CST '85
Ivan Stojkovic
Daniel Strongin
Ang Sun, CST '09
Rongjia Tao
Diken Timila
Idorenyin Udooeyo
Shivahil Vaddypally
James, EDU '09, EDU '10, and Susan A. Varnum
Tinsa Varughese
Brooke, EDU '94, and John R., CLA '87, LAW '03, '06, Walker
Sumin Walker
Jeffrey Walsh, CST '90
Anthony Yanichko
Bradford Wayland
Katherine Weaver
Kanisha Wijesekara
Junchao Xia
Marcus Yacinthe
Linda Yarrish
Tracy Yatesko
Steven Yi
Karen Zhang, CST '16
Allison Zheng
Maksim Zorich, CST '15
DONORS USE OWLCROWD TOOL TO SUPPORT STUDENTS

CST successfully hosted three OwlCrowd campaigns during fiscal year 2016. The campaigns focused on helping students in the Department of Computer & Information Sciences attend the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing Conference in Houston; providing support for geology students embarking on their summer field camp experience; an essential part of their education; and providing funds for members of the Temple University Chemical Society to take part in the 2015 American Chemical Society National Meeting. Each campaign surpassed its goal, with CST supporters contributing more than $11,000 toward all three initiatives.
SYMPOSIUM HONORS MEMORY OF PROFESSOR GRANT KROW

More than 80 alumni, researchers, professors and students gathered for the Dr. Grant R. Krow Symposium to honor the memory and career of the long-time chemistry professor who died last year at the age of 73.

Sponsored by the Department of Chemistry and CST, the symposium featured remarks and presentations by professors from Temple, Yale University, the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Penn State-Abington. A professor of organic chemistry at Temple for 42 years, Krow taught and mentored hundreds of students, authored more than 110 scientific papers and won numerous awards.

Prior to the symposium, Seth Herzon (BS ’02, Chem), a former student of Krow’s who earned his PhD from Harvard University in 2006 and has been a professor of chemistry at Yale University since 2008, spoke about how influential Krow was in his eventual career path. “I spent hours in his office discussing material I had questions about,” Herzon says. “That availability, which was really kind of special, coupled with his intellectual capabilities, which were outstanding, made him a very effective and influential mentor.”